
Creating an open geospatial kinetic wall for science
mediation: Preliminary results from the GeoWall project

GeoWall is an innovative interactive physical wall based on advanced Open technologies

that enables the dissemination of scientific contents to a wide public. The system, in line

with Open Science principles, aims to promote the link between science, local impacts,

education and global context so that the intrinsic value of university is clearly

communicated and understood to citizens. GeoWall is though to be an interactive panel

that combines touch technology, web services, visualization on maps, multimedia contents

and digital graphics in a lightweight kinetic structure realized with digital manufacturing

techniques. In the front a touch screen and multiple moving screens will display the

information while in the back a panel worked with the numeric control milling machine will

represents the scientific data element. The system is designed to use open technologies as

much as possible including Open Software and Open Hardware. The touch screen enables

user interaction by selecting global challenges and local impacts represented on a

dynamic map. When interaction is activated additional information is communicated

trough smaller moving screens representing different multimedia sources and formats.

Although the system is not yet completed, the first tests are very promising and already

give clear indications on the appropriateness of the selected concept and realized

hardware and software.
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ABSTRACT11

GeoWall is an innovative interactive physical wall based on advanced Open technologies that enables the
dissemination of scientific contents to a wide public. The system, in line with Open Science principles, aims
to promote the link between science, local impacts, education and global context so that the intrinsic value
of university is clearly communicated and understood to citizens. GeoWall is though to be an interactive
panel that combines touch technology, web services, visualization on maps, multimedia contents and
digital graphics in a lightweight kinetic structure realized with digital manufacturing techniques. In the
front a touch screen and multiple moving screens will display the information while in the back a panel
worked with the numeric control milling machine will represents the scientific data element. The system
is designed to use open technologies as much as possible including Open Software and Open Hardware.
The touch screen enables user interaction by selecting global challenges and local impacts represented
on a dynamic map. When interaction is activated additional information is communicated trough smaller
moving screens representing different multimedia sources and formats. Although the system is not yet
completed, the first tests are very promising and already give clear indications on the appropriateness of
the selected concept and realized hardware and software.
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INTRODUCTION26

Open Science and the mediation of scientific contents27

According to (Fecher and Friesike, 2014) Open Science is the result of five converging different schools28

of thought that individuate in the same approach, the Open Science, the realization of theirs respective29

goals. While the infrastructure school aims at creating open available tools and services to make research30

more effective (i.e.: open source, collaborative platforms) the pragmatic school believes that facilitating31

scientific collaboration will result in better scientific findings (i.e.: open data, open code). Differently, the32

democratic school focuses on equity of knowledge diffusion pursuing the freely distribution of science33

(i.e.: open access, open source, open data). The measurement school emphasizes the need of an alternative34

methods for measuring the scientific production that is in line with the modern media (i.e.: altmetrics,35

open review, impact factors, unique identifier). Finally the public school assumes that effective impacts36

can be achieved only by engaging citizens in the scientific process, and thus making science accessible to37

the public (i.e.: citizen science, science blogging).38

Gerber (2014) reported of the critical decline of traditional print journalism that in the last ten years39

have lost all the market share (evaluated in advertising revenue adjusted for inflation) that gained in40

the previous fifty years. Additionally, in the same publication Gerber presented the results of a survey41

questioning about who is most appropriate to explain the impact of science upon society: the results42

clearly indicate that the majority of Europeans expects that scientists deliver their messages directly to the43

population (63%) rather than journalists (indicated by the 20% only). Comparing these results with the44

responses received at the same question five years earlier, he could also show that this shift of credibility45
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from journalists to scientists in scientific dissemination is an increasing trend. Finally, it is interesting to46

see how, despite the indication that scientists should communicate science, the belief that science can sort47

out any problem is currently very low with only 22% of total agreement and 57% of total disagreement.48

The two above referred literature highlights the need of mediation of scientific contents to better49

include society in the academia processes and to better exploit its findings and outputs. This is a relevant50

aspect to be addressed toward the implementation of Open Science principles and that this study is aiming51

at contributing. Although the final output of the study is not available yet, this paper illustrates the52

conceptualization and the technology selection process as a intermediate results in line with the Open53

Science principle that push for an continuous sharing of results, so that the research process can be54

publicly reviewed and the final results improved.55

The DACD Case Study56

DACD is the Italian acronym for Department of Environment, Construction and Design and is a department57

of the University of Applied Sciences and Arts of Southern Switzerland (SUPSI). SUPSI logistic strategy58

envisages the construction of a new campus in Mendrisio where the current DACD will move to. This59

will facilitate the academic activities thanks to new infrastructures and closer collaboration with local60

institutions. The location of the campuses in the immediate vicinity of the railway stations highlights the61

commitment that the school wants to bring to sustainable development: from urban planning to mobility,62

from energy planning to the eco-efficient and sustainable management of its buildings.63

From an academic point of view, the main advantage is clear and consist in the creation of a compre-64

hensive university center for environment, construction and design, fostering the synergies between the65

Architecture Academy (USI-AA) already located in Mendrisio and DACD. Nevertheless, the displacement66

of the DACD headquarters implies the arrival in a relatively small territory, with a population of about67

11,500 people, of a significant number of researchers (about 250) and students (about 1,350 students68

including base and continuing education). This fact will most probably have an important socio-economic69

impact on Mendrisio and require some communication actions to be undertaken. To this end, the direction70

of DACD funded a number of projects one of which is the creation of a scientific interactive station to71

inform the local citizens about the activities of DACD and their impacts, on the society in general and on72

the local territory specifically. The main objectives of the project can be summarized in: (1) promotion73

of the territory: by understanding and enhancing the characteristics and uniqueness of the region so74

that people can see the place they live in from a different and more conscious perspective; (2) boosting75

interest in scientific education: to interest young people in the study of scientific disciplines, increasing the76

number of students enrolled in scientific degree courses; (3) increased awareness: bringing public opinion77

closer to a correct interpretation of scientific and environmental issues, enhancing their applications in78

everyday life;79

METHODOLOGY80

The system, named GoeWall, will result in an informative station that enables the dynamic dissemination81

of scientific contents to a wide public. The system is conceived to promote the link between science, local82

impacts, education and global context so that the intrinsic value of university is clearly communicated and83

understood within the Mendrisio communities and beyond. In the next subsections, at first the system84

designed message, approach and concepts are shortly described, then the technological choices in term of85

materials and software are reported.86

Concept87

Territory, research and teaching are intimately interconnected activities. This is particularly true in this88

historical period where rapid changes and frequent digital innovations require a continuous adaptation89

and knowledge update to remain competitive and to contribute improving the social well-being. If the90

society defines the challenges to be faced, the research has the commitment of developing new approaches91

and methodologies to facilitate their resolution. Before these new approaches and methods can produce92

positive impacts, however, they need to be tested, transferred and applied by professionals in the various93

sectors. Unfortunately, the benefits deriving from a strong and continuous integration of society-research-94

teaching is not always perceived by local communities (e.g. politics, citizens, students) that often give to95

the word academic the negative meaning of something that is an end in itself. To strength the positive96

concept of research, GeoWall has chosen as the characterizing message of the project this sentence:97
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”Research is not closed in the ivory tower of the academy, but responds to major practical issues of global98

sustainability and generates positive local impacts on the society”.99

In line with the communication message, the station intends to communicate the value research100

projects (ans specifically in this case od DACD research projects) highlighting the interconnection101

between global challenges and local impacts. The sustainable development goals defined by the United102

Nations (UN-SDG) (Griggs et al., 2013) has been selected to communicate global challenges while a103

location represented on a map is used to communicate the local impacts. In this regards, the location104

should represent a place that been studied, participated or received the results of the project. The choice105

of using UN-SDGs and geography to communicate the link between the global and local dimensions is106

driven by the idea to use elements that people are familiar with and thus is directly perceived.107

The designed system aspect (see Figure 1) is composed by a touch screen and multiple moving108

informative screens that will display the information. The back is constituted by a panel worked with the109

numeric control milling machine that will depict the scientific data element.110

The user interaction is envisioned a three different levels: global, project, in-deep. Each time a111

new interaction is activated the informative screens will move to reach a specific configuration and112

communicate a feeling of motion indicating the continuous evolution aspect of the research.113

Figure 1. Wire-frame of the designed system when a specific project detail is requested. On the left the
touch screen that enable interaction, while on the left the same touch screen (the largest one) and the
informative screens integrated in the GeoWall structure.

These are the selected interaction levels:114

1. Global: interacting with a touch screen, users are invited to select a ”sustainable development goal”115

among those indicated by the United Nations. The objectives of the SDG that are represented on116

the touch screen as digital labels when selected are described at full screen.117

2. Project: once an SDG is selected, the informative screens will display three related projects118

highlighting their main information: title and overarching objectives, disciplines involved, images119

of the project, local impact.120
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3. In-deep: interacting with the map on the touch screen, users can select one of the points where121

research projects belonging to the global sustainability goal have had a local impact. From here122

in-depth content of a single project in the form of video interviews with researchers or collaborators123

involved in the project, automatic slide-shows with audio interviews are shown. At the same time,124

the informative screens display more images or videos of the selected single project.125

Technology126

From a technical point of view, the system is conceived as an interactive panel that combines touch127

technology, web services, visualization on maps, multimedia contents and digital graphics in a lightweight128

kinetic structure realized with digital manufacturing techniques. The project philosophy is to follow129

the Open Science principles, and thus the usage of Open Source and Open Hardware is envisaged. The130

software system will permit to upload and access system contents that is centrally managed by a Web131

application installed on a server connected to the Internet. In Figure 2 the different communications132

with the management system in green, with touch screen in blue and with display screens in orange133

are represented. For the development of this architecture the following technologies were selected,134

considering the ”open” and ”reproducibility” concepts as a mainstream:135

Figure 2. GeoWall system architecture: the Web server communicate with an administration interface
(in green) to configure contents and settings, with the touch screen to receive action command (in blue)
and with the informative screens (in orange) to communicate motions to activate and contents to be
represented

• hardware: raspberryPi (low-cost micro PC) for the management and connection of each small136

display and with a motor shield to drive the stepper motors; Stepper Motor Nema 17 for monitor137

displacements; monitor of 24 inch in diameter for touch screen and 13.3 inch HDMI full HD LCD138

with IPS technology to ensure a wide angle of view for small displays; 16mm ball screws with three139

ball nuts each to which the single carts with the small moving screen are mounted on; aluminium140

profiles that compose the whole frames and structure; ethernet switch that connects each single141

raspberryPi to the Internet.142

• software: Linux operative service; Python programming language and PyWebview package to143

reproduce Web contents; OpenLayer mapping library to generate dynamic maps; Tornado Web144

server; ThinyDB for data storage; revealJS for HTML/CSS slide-show representation.145

• formats: WebSocket for two-way communication between screens and servers; JSON for data146

representation.147

Each screen will be connected to a raspberryPI that controls the display and its motion along a bar148

trough the step motor. The data model is comprised by three major objects: topic, configuration and149
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project. The configuration object contains for each screen the indication of its position and the web150

resource to be displayed. The project object contains the general informations such as location, impact151

description, global impact, partners, disciplines, logo, etc.. Additionally it also contains the configuration152

to be represented on the multiple screens for general information and in-depth details. The topic object153

contains information about a specific theme, that in this case is a specific SDG. The system from this154

object is able to provide the media representation to be reproduced in the touch screen.155

DISCUSSIONS AND RESULTS156

At this stage of the research, the complete system has not yet been implemented, but the system design157

and base technologies have been implemented and tested. As a preliminary result, the concept and the158

technological choices that are illustrated and discussed in the paper shown to be a promising approach159

toward the science mediation. Additionally, the characteristics of Openness of hardware, software and160

documentation will permit to reproduce the system in different context and foster the scientific mediation.161

The approach adopted is in line with open science, in fact it foreseen: open source code, open hardware,162

open developer and user documentation to permit a wide repeatability of the system. Project code and163

documentation is available on github under the GeoWallDACD repository.164
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